My Fair Wedding with David Tutera (Series 5)
12 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Burlesque Bride
In the season premiere, David Tutera is pushed to his limit by an over the top, burlesque bride-tobe. Sophia knows what she wants for her big day including pasties, a latex dress and no
compromises.

2. Mermaid Bride
With a groom who loves the 40s and a bride who loves mermaids, wedding planner David Tutera
has to make this wedding sing, but it won’t be easy. This quirky couple is hiding a very big secret.

3. Mexican Polynesian Wedding
Bride-to-be Erika wants a Mexican themed wedding, but her future in-laws are insisting she
honour Samoan tradition. David must disarm a pushy mother-in-law and negotiate a cease-fire.

4. Traveling Teacher Bride
Teachers with a passion for travel agree on everything, except their wedding. Wedding planner
David Tutera creates a high-flying event for bride Debbie, but the anxious groom Daniel is getting
in the way.

5. Heaven & Earth Bride
Wedding planner David Tutera’s bride Melanie thinks her groom, Dominic is heaven-sent. David
finds her heaven-and earth theme rather tacky. Melanie wants cotton balls strewn down the aisle
and thinks her groom would look divine in an all-white tux. To top it off, the bride’s mom insists that
her daughter wear her old wedding dress – or else!

6. Ancient Rome Bride
Bride Kandice thinks togas and tigers would be perfect at her Ancient Rome themed wedding, but
groom Bryan disagrees. David Tutera struggles to keep her wedding classy and her dad in line as
the big day draws near.
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7. Inspired by Kim K
Sparks fly and wedding planner David Tutera is caught in the middle, as three pushy sisters try to
control the wedding plans of couple Vanessa and Adam. David attempts to keep the peace, while
pulling off a Kardashian-inspired wedding.

8. Momzilla
Wedding planner David Tutera wants to give bride Mia her perfect Casablanca wedding, but when
Mia’s controlling mom Cindy insists on including her own ideas, David must manage this scheming
momzilla.

9. Baroque, Pin-Ups & Hot Rods
A shy bride feels left out when David bonds with her groom and not her. But after a risqué photo
shoot, she finds her voice and demands David’s full attention. David must balance bride Summer’s
baroque wedding with groom Ryan’s desire to drive a hot rod down the aisle. but David can’t figure
out what his blonde bombshell bride wants.

10. Bollywood BBQ
Bride Amber wants to wear an Indian sari, but her stunt man fiance insists she wear white. Things
get wild when the groom’s loud-mouthed buddy intervenes. Bride Amber is not Indian but she
wants a Bollywood wedding. The groom is a Texas boy who wants a country BBQ. David is caught
in the middle.

11. Brenchel
Reality TV star Rachel Reilly threatens to go Bridezilla on David when she disagrees with his
plans for her star studded wedding.

12. Family Feud Bride
A mom threatens to leave her daughter’s wedding if she doesn’t get her way. But when bride
Darlene has a meltdown, David attempts to fix this family drama.
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